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Ask Ashley Cole if
he hates defending

A Taste of Success
at the End of the
Season
A

With the season finished in Europe, I
spend a lot of my time at tournaments
in the summer and I often look around
for new players who, for whatever
reason, have not fitted in with their
clubs and face a season out in the cold.
Last year my club had been offered a
number of players from rivals that were
closing down. Three of these players
were in an age group I was coaching
and I was asked if I could fit them
into my team. This was fine as I had a
s it gets to the business end
number of tournaments ahead and was
of the season some of the
looking for players to come along for a
teams I work with have had
bit of fun and show me that they were
very important games … and it is great
up for playing in my team.
to see the hard work put in by the
The next tournament was a six-aplayers, coaches and parents rewarded
side affair and so the three new players
with some success.
would have a great deal of influence
The Under 16s won their league on
on the game and could let me see how
Sunday after a very hard season.
interested they really were in playing for
The match they played this week
the club. I didn’t have any idea where
showed how hard they had worked
they played on the pitch but because of
when the match that would decide the
the small-sided games, they would have
title was played against a strong team
to play in every position – again an ideal
in third place. Indeed at half-time with
scenario because all my players swap
the score at 0-0 it could easily have
positions during a season. Of course,
been 3-0 to the opposition as they
they all told me they play up front.
had outplayed us.
The team performed really well but
But fair play to the boys they upped
one of the parents did take it upon
their game and a big effort saw them
himself to voice his disapproval. “He
run out 4-2 winners. This was a huge
doesn’t play in defence, hasn’t anyone
success for the team and the club –
told the coach?” The player in question
and a well deserved crown for the
played very well during the first half but
boys in the team.
the parent kept up his banter. “You don’t
One of the coaches who has been
involved in the success of the team
a few seasons ago had to set up his
own team because the side his son
played for no longer saw the boy as
part ofREIGNITE
their future.YOUR
His sonSTRIKERS
sat on the
Teach your misfiring strikers to
bench
matches
andBalotelli
when he was
followmost
the lead
of Mario

In this issue...

3

allowed on, he was screamed at and
told what to do. That’s not being a
coach – coaches make football fun. To
rescue his son he created a team and
set about learning what he should be
coaching and how to manage.
He hadn’t realised all the things
he would have to do: the amount of
play in defence but you’ll just have to
emails to players, the collection of
get on with it and do your best,” he said
subs, the payment of referees, coping
in his best stage whisper.
with training, buying a kit...
The player looked across at me and
But I went to one of his matches
we laughed. “Is it right you’ve never
and it was great to see him doing
played in defence?” I asked him at halfeverything the right way, encouraging
time. “No,” he smiled, “I’ve played there
his players and making sure they all
plenty of times – I like playing there.”
got a game. And at the end, when his
So the second half started. “In
team had won, he was bubbling over
defence again, that’s crazy!” shouted the
with delight. By doing it all himself he
parent. Eventually I did move him into
is learning the hard way that coaching
midfield much to the parent’s delight
is a huge responsibility.
and he played well there too, so it was a
But like most of us he’s got the
great game for me to watch him and to
coaching bug and is already planning
see that he was already able to play in
what he will do next season whether
more than one position.
his son wants to be involved or not!
Without coaches like him there
wouldn’t be matches taking place
HAND
LUKEyou as a
everyCOOL
weekend.
The hours
A
fun
game
to
help
defenders
coach spend getting the right
adviceto
be
confident
in
their
passing
and the right sessions not only helps
to create
development culture at
BOXa CLEVER

your club but is also vitally important
to the children you coach.
I know how hard it is for all of
you because I’ve started clubs too,
and have stood in front of parents
wondering how on earth I was going
to fulfil their wishes.
Like you, I’ve stood at the end
His dad was wrong in wanting his son
of a game when my team has lost,
to play up the pitch to have the glory of
wondering if we would ever win
scoring goals – just ask defenders like
again. Yes, it can be hard sometimes
Dani Alves or Ashley Cole if they hate
but coaching is also a wonderful
being stuck in defence.
experience, with some amazing highs.
There are all sorts of pressures
I love to think of the lightbulb
heaped on young players and dads
moments when youngsters suddenly
should try to support children wherever
“get” what it is they have to do and
they are on the pitch. They should help
it is for that reason most of us keep
them to learn all the positions because it
going through good times and it keeps
helps with their development.
us sane through the bad times!
So with a couple of games left it
is with pleasure that I am already
plotting next season – and catching up
on some much needed CPD!

“His dad was wrong in wanting his son to
play up the pitch just to have the glory”

8

David Clarke

TIP OF THE WEEK
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FEED YOUR FORWARD

If you feel any of your strikers
have lost their goal scoring touch, try
running this session

A 2v2 box game to encourage
your players to hold onto the ball

FORMATIONS

Assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of 9v9 soccer. This week
we take a look at 1-3-1-2-1

POWER
ANDURGENT
PLACE
AN
5GOT
SOCCER SURGERY
COACHING PROBLEM?
11
LET ME SOLVE
CRITICISM
6ITHANDLING
FOR YOU!
THE BIG DEBATE
Just email me today:
12
CONTROL
THE
DEFENCE
7askdave@

A fun shooting game to get your
forwards back on track
Gerry Francis offers advice for
dealing with critics of your coaching
Show your defenders how to be
soccercoachweekly.net
composed on the ball at the back

Your queries answered, including
advice for a coach whose players are
turning up in dirty boots and kit

Two coaches debate whether it
can ever be right to incentivise young
players to get them to perform better

Revisit To Reinforce
Keep revisiting skills and techniques
you have taught your players. A newly
taught skill should be revisited over and
over again until players are proficient.
Press home the repetition and it will
become second nature to them.

SOCCER COACH WEEKLY
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ART OF COACHING

“Movement off the ball is crucial”
When I played the session on page 4 of this issue SHORT ATTACKS with my
Under 14s the tempo of the session became very high working into the 3v2
which helped with the boys movement and support play. By David Clarke

W

– Ensures a time-wasting second touch isn’t
required getting the ball out of the feet.
– Enables players to operate comfortably
under pressure and in tight situations.
Whereas a poor first touch…
– Can take the momentum out of an attack.
– Might result in lost possession.

FIRST TOUCH TIPS TO BEAT
DEFENDERS
A good first touch gives players the time and
space to assess what to do next – pass, dribble
or shoot. It also ensures that a time-wasting
second touch isn’t required and allows players
to operate comfortably under pressure in tight
situations. To have a great first touch, your
players should always…
> Move into position to intercept the ball early
> Select the controlling surface (boot, chest,
thigh etc)
> Place the controlling surface in the ball’s
path
> Stay balanced using the arms

s
yd
20

hat you are trying to coach your
players in this session is to look for the
disguising of passes with the use of subtle
reverse balls, turns and flicks. Movement off
the ball and away from opponents is crucial,
while the attacking part of the session in the
3v2 rehearses all-out finishing, technique,
placement and power.
Passing is the key part of the sessions this
week with the emphasis on one-touch but
players will need to use two touch on a lot
of occasions as they look to pass and move.
Supporting the pass will be the key to success
in matches.
You should pay special attention to the
quality of movement during exercises. I also
need to check that my players are focused on
playing one-touch where possible which will
advance their technical development.
A good first touch…
– Gives a player TIME and SPACE to assess
what to do next, for instance, pass, dribble
or shoot.

s
36yd

> Watch the ball carefully to judge its direction
and speed
> Keep the head steady
> Be relaxed

Invest In Young English Players

M

anagers are burdened by the imperative
for instant results but Spurs manager
Mauricio Pochettino has come to
recognise the value of building a team around a
homegrown base – whether developed through
the academy or recruited from clubs further
down the English football ladder; Dele Alli,
young player of the year 2017, was signed from
MK Dons in League One. Pochettino cited what
Ferguson did with Ryan Giggs, Paul Scholes,
David Beckham, Nicky Butt and the Neville
brothers as an example of the rewards on offer.
Tottenham have come to dominate the PFA’s
young player of the year section, winning it
in four of the past five seasons – Kyle Walker
(2012), Gareth Bale (2013), Kane (2015) and Alli
last season. “For young players Tottenham is the
perfect place to develop,” Pochettino said.
And development of the Spurs players is very
evident in the obsession with first touch and
control of the ball seen in players like Alli. It is
vital that all coaches try to give their players
a first touch that kills the ball and makes the
second touch so much easier.

SoccerCoachWeekly.net

Dele Alli has won the young
player of the year 2017 award
having won it last year

But Pochettino knows it isn’t easy to have
this kind of philosophy in the present day. “It is
so hard to give young players the possibility to
play and it is true that it is easier to go to France,
Spain, Germany, Portugal, Argentina or Brazil
– where the clubs have a different economy.
The way that they can survive is to sell players
and put 17-, 18- or 19-year-olds into the team.
In England, when you have the money to go

into different markets, it is only when you are a
little bit crazy like us that you believe in younger
players and discovering the talent.
“We have a very good academy, with people
like John McDermott [the head of development]
and they give them the possibility to play, one
day, in the first team. It is about a commitment
within the club. You must show big belief
because the easier thing is to bring in players.”

Issue 522
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ONE TOUCH

AGES 7 TO 16+

Short Attacks
This session rehearses ball skills in terms of tidy, quick and intelligent passing, plus
finishing in and around the box. It’s also excellent for movement, closing down and
positional awareness. By David Clarke

WHY USE IT

These ranges of skills are essential
for any footballer. It is important to
practise these because the scenarios
in which players will need to display
these skills occur regularly during
games



The first player combines
with the player on his left
with a one-two link up

SET-UP
Use an area of 10x10 yards with a
pitch 30x20 for the game
progression. We’ve used 5 players.
You need balls, bibs, cones and two
small goals.

HOW TO DO IT

Start with one player making a
one-two with the player on his left
then that player turns around the
cone and receives the ball again
(three passes). He then side-foots
the ball along the next line, waits for
a one-two, then follows his pass.
Players move at high tempo around
the passing diamond. Then progress
the session into a 3v2 with small
goals – players should look to link
up and support play. in the game
there must be one player from the
team of three in in their own
defensive half at all times.

TECHNIQUE

Run this at a high tempo which will
put passing and receiving skills to
the test.



The receiving
player then
turns around the cone to receive
the ball and pass it to the next
player in the square



Players move around the square
using the passing sequence each
time and working to a high tempo



Here in the game the team
of three must build up to
beating the two players with
passing and movement

s
s s
yd yd yd
20 20 20

s
36yd
s
36yd
s
36yd



The team of three must have
one player in their defending
half of the pitch at all times

Player movement
SoccerCoachWeekly.net

Ball movement

Run with ball

Shot
Issue 522
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ONE TOUCH

AGES 7 TO 16+

Dynamic Passers
The passing in this session relates directly to all movement patterns in a game – your
players need to get used to combination play and creative imaginative play they can
use on match days to create goal scoring chances in the final third. By David Clarke

WHY USE IT

This is a great session for getting
players to use match-like patterns
for build up play all over the pitch.



The first player combines
with the player in the centre
with a one-two link up

SET-UP
Use an area of 15x15 yards. We’ve
used 7 players. You need balls and
cones.

HOW TO DO IT

Follow the simple set up in the
pictures. The first players passes to
the player in the centre who passes
back to the first who then passes to
the corner (see diagram). There are
then two high-intensity variations
- corner players play a one-two with
the second player. In the next
variation, instead of playing a
one-two with the corner man, player
two turns and passes to the
opposite flank-running corner
player. The player then runs to the
opposite corner from where he
received the pass, assuming the
position of the player now running
down the touchline. Alternate
between corners with every new
player. All players move on one
place.

TECHNIQUE

Movement of players at high tempo
is vital to the success of the session.
Also passing and receiving should
be high on your list of skills.

Player movement
SoccerCoachWeekly.net



The corner
player receives
the ball from the first player and
dribbles down the wing before passing back
to the start – players move on one cone



Now the pass is into the centre
player who turns with the ball and
passes into one of the corner players



Progress the session so the
corner player is playing one
twos with the centre player



In the final set up after
playing a one two with the
corner player the centre player turns
and passes into the run of the
opposite corner player

Ball movement

Run with ball

Shot
Issue 522
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ONE TOUCH

AGES 7 TO 16+

Fast Feet
This skilful passing workout will help your players to develop fast feet capable of
accurate and effective one-touch passing that helps with possession sessions as teams
work on keeping the ball. By David Clarke

WHY USE IT

This session forces players to move
and communicate when combining
with each other. It helps players to
look ahead and read the pass so
they know their next pass before
they actually receive the ball.



Play starts with a pass from
one of the outside players
to the working pair in the centre
of the square

1
1

3

1

s
s s
yd yd yd
15 15 15

SET-UP
Use an area of 15x15 yards. We’ve
used six players. You need balls and
cones.

2

3

2

3

2
s
15yd

TECHNIQUE

Developing one-touch fast feet is
the aim of the session, with good
receiving and control from the
outside players. It’s good fun and it
will give a lot of passing and
receiving experience.

Player movement
SoccerCoachWeekly.net

The two players

then get the ball back to the outside players

HOW TO DO IT

A player stands on the outside of
each side of the square with two
working players in the middle. An
outside player starts with the ball
and feeds it into either of the two
players inside who must combine
using one-touch play and then pass
out to a different outside player. The
outside player can play two-touch
and feeds the ball back to the
working players inside the square.
Again the inside players link up and
then pass out to a different outside
player. Play for 60 seconds and then
switch players. Advance the session
so that outside players can pass to
each other.



s
in the centre
15yd
s
d
y
15 must combine with one touch and



The outside players have two
touches so they can control the
ball and make a good pass back in
2

3

2

3

2

3

1
1
1
4
4
4



Here the players in the
centre play a one-two
before moving the ball to a
different outside player



You can advance the session
so outside players can pass
between themselves rather than
always passing back into the
middle

Ball movement

2

1

2

1

2

1

Run with ball

Shot
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FORMATIONS

Wide midfielders can
push up and use the
wings to stretch the
opposition defence

Fullbacks support the
move by pushing into the
space left by the attacking
midfielders and can support
on the outside or inside

ATTACKING 3-3-2
The central of the
three defenders must
push up but remain
alert for any possible
counterattacks and
defend the goal

The key to the formation
is the attacking midfield
trio with two advanced
midfielders going wide
in attack and the third
deeper and looking for any
loose balls or rebounds

The strong attacking
theme is reinforced
as midfielders move
quickly to create a
four-man attack

9v9 Formations
Formations can help teams to play to their strengths – but you need to know which
one suits your team. To help you, this week we look at 3-3-2. This is one of the best
formations to coach young players as a good, solid base to defend and attack
n FORMATION: 3-3-2

PROS: The simplest of all formations for 9v9,
3-3-2 is easy to understand, good for wide
players and has good recovery lines when ball
is lost.
CONS: This formation is weak in attack and
relies on good support from midfield for
attacking success. It also relies on good support
from fullbacks to the midfield.

n DEFENCE:

As a formation, the 3-3-2 is naturally a defensive
shape. After losing the ball a team can quickly
recover and get tight, shrinking the space in
midfield and defence.

n PLAYER DEVELOPMENT:

In most teams you will have players who are
more developed than others. The theory is that
putting these players in the centre of the field
will give them the best chance to be directly
involved in the play. From an individual’s
development viewpoint, you want to give them
some time out wide because it’s more of a 1v1

situation than what you experience centrally
and there is more space for dribbling.
This formation forces midfielders to support the
play so helps to create box to box players who
can take shots at goal or cross the ball.
Defensively three at the back is a good base to
coach skills the will help them to win the ball
like pressing and jockeying.

DEFENSIVE 3-3-2

Fullbacks drop
and tuck in to
keep wingers out
wide and tighten
up the back line

n MIDFIELD:

The midfield must link the defence with attack
and also support the attack, which has only two
players. The formation offers a natural route for
wing play from the two wide players supported
by the two fullbacks.

n ATTACK:

The weakest part of the formation, the attackers
will usually be outnumbered and need support
from the midfield. They will have to work hard to
press the opposition defence when they have
lost the ball.

SoccerCoachWeekly.net

The forward
players defend
from the front,
pressing the ball

The key to the defence is the
defensive triangle, which is
now inverted to protect the
area in front of the defence

Issue 522

The central
defender drops
deep to defend
the goal
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Ask Dave
READER QUESTIONS

GOT AN URGENT COACHING PROBLEM? LET ME SOLVE IT FOR YOU!

Q

How Do I Get My
Players
The
DribbleTo
Or Make
Pass Forward
Right Decisions?

BUILDING THROUGH MIDFIELD

Develop the switching of play to pass or dribble forward.

Q

to hear coaches and parents shouting Get Rid Of It! from
TO PLAY
the sidelines during matches but thatHOW
does happen
a
The aim for each team is to
lot. Basically it is down to lots of practice
so players are
score in the mini goals with a
recognising the trigger signs that tell pass
them
there
is space
or by
dribbling
through
theon
gates
marked
by side
poles
to run into or that there is better space
the
other
or mannequins. The team in
of the pitch for another player to havepossession
better possession
must constantly
of the ball.
switch play from right to
left coach
and vice this.
versa to create
Here is a great session to help you to
opportunities to score.

DRIBBLE OR PASS FORWARD

TECHNIQUE

SET UP
• Composure on the ball.
Play 5v5 on a 22x30-yard area. Set up• Play
a mini
goalupand
with head
to scan
the pitch
assess options.
gated goal at both ends as shown in the
topand
picture.
• Good dribbling skills to
beat direct opponents.

HOW TO PLAY
The aim for each team is to score in the mini goals with a
pass or by dribbling through the gates marked by poles
or mannequins. The team in possession must constantly
switch play from right to left and vice versa to create
opportunities to score.

BUILDING THROUGH MIDFIELD

Dribble Or Pass Forward
Develop the switching of play to pass or dribble forward.
s
30yd

WHY USE IT

This teaches players to
recognise where space is
to advance up the pitch.
When regaining possession,
players are often close to
opponents and have to
The team uses quick
make a quick decision on
combination passes to
whether they can pass
play forward and score
forward immediately
inbuild
the the
mini
goal
or
attack
by
switching play. This is due to
opponents looking to apply
quick pressure to defend.

The ball is passed to one
side of the pitch

Joey Barton taking the
competitive side of the
game to the limit

s
yd
22

A

Play 5v5 on a 22x30-yard
area. Set up a mini goal and
Player decisions are one of the hardest
to as
gated goal things
at both ends
the top picture.
coach but some games do makeshown
thatineasier.
I hate

The ball is passed to one
side of the pitch

s
yd
22

I coach a team of Under 10s - aWHY
few of USE
them IT
are
teachesfeet
players
to
very comfortable with the ball This
at their
and
recognise where space is
love to dribble. They are now getting to the stage where
to advance up the pitch.
they are acknowledging that sometimes
as
Whenpassing
regaining possession,
players
often close
opposed to dribbling may be better for
theareteam
but toare
opponents and have to
finding the decision making process difficult.
make a quick decision on
I.e. when is it best to pass and when
is it best
topass
whether
they can
forward
dribble? Sometimes they are caught in
two immediately
minds and
or build the attack by
lose the ball cheaply in dangerous positions
on the pitch.
switching play. This is due to
We have always been keen not to tell
themlooking
fromtothe
opponents
apply
quickand
pressure
defend.
sidelines when to dribble or shoot/pass
aretokeen
to
continue this but its starting to hurt in games!
SET
Have you got any drills to help with
this?UP

s
30yd

SET UP

Play 5v5 on a 22x30-yard
area. Set up a mini goal and
gated goal at both ends as
shown in the top picture.

The team uses quick
combination passes to
play forward and score
in the mini goal

HOW TO PLAY

The aim for each team is to
score in the mini goals with a
pass or by dribbling through
the gates marked by poles
or
mannequins.
in goal is
However,
ifThe
theteam
mini
possession must constantly
blocked, they must quickly switch
switch play from right to
play to score on the opposite side
left and vice versa to create
with a fast dribble through the gate
opportunities to score.

TECHNIQUE

• Composure on the ball.
• Play with head up to scan
the pitch and assess options.
• Good dribbling skills to
beat direct opponents.

However, if the mini goal is
blocked, they must quickly switch
play to score on the opposite side
with a fast dribble through the gate

Players must recognise
when they are blocked off
and quickly work the ball to
Players the
mustother
recognise
side

TECHNIQUE
• Composure on the ball.
• Play with head up to scan the pitch and assess options.
Player movement
• Good dribbling skills to beat direct opponents.

when they are blocked off
and quickly work the ball to
the other side

Ball movement
Player movement

Ball movement

Shot

Run with ball
Run with ball
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FUN GAME

AGES 9 TO 12

Steal the ball
Here’s a great game that improves ball control, as well as practising communication,
shielding the ball and supporting play. Players need to be alert and listen out for their
number to be called by the coach – will they remember it! By Steve Watson

HOW TO PLAY IT

11

• Create two 20x10-yard boxes with a two-yard
space in between.

1
1

• Split your players into two teams and give them
numbers. It’s one team per playing area and I’ve
used four players per team in the example given,
but you can alter depending on the number of
players present.
• To begin, players pass the ball to each player in
number order - so 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 etc.

20yds
20yds

22

1

33

2
2

3

1

44

44

4

4
4
10yds
10yds

10yds
10yds

2yds
2yds

11

11
2
2
2
2

• When a number is called, that player must move
quickly to the other side, anticipating the next pass
rather than chasing after the man with the ball.

4
4

1
1

3
3

1
1

3

4

10yds
10yds

2yds
2yds

10yds
10yds

1
1

3

3
3

• Encourage your players to move immediately
after passing and tell them to use the whole of the
playing area.

1



When ‘1’
is called,
corresponding
players run into
the other box and
attempt to win
the ball. Here,
the white player 1
succeeds

22
2

1

2
3
3

3

3

3

4
4

4
4

• We can vary the practice by calling two numbers
at once, and might award a bonus point if the ball
can be stolen in less than five seconds. Also think
about restricting the number of touches per player.

4

4

1
1

3
3

2
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
4
4
4

4

player movement
player movement
player movement
player movement



Players return
to their boxes
ready for the next
man to be called –
here, it’s player 3

2
2

1
1

3
3
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33

2

1
20yds
20yds

• Players then return to their teams.

TECHNIQUE & TACTICS

Players
must pass
to one another in
number order

2
2

• After a few minutes, call a number. The two
players with that number (one on each team) run
into the other team’s playing area and attempt to
steal the ball. Whoever steals first gets a point for
his team.
• When all the numbers have been called, the team
with the most points wins.



2
1
1

3
3
3

3

1

1

4
4
4

4

ball movement
ball movement
ball movement
ball movement
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SMALL-SIDED GAME

AGES 7 TO 16+

From 64 SMALL-SIDED SOCCER GAMES
To buy the manual click here or go to:
www.soccercoachweekly.net

Wide Pitch
This session encourages players to pass the ball into wide areas where the
space on the pitch is – it also means the goals are always within shooting
distance wherever players are on the pitch. By Michael Beale

SET-UP
• Pitch size: 30 x 20 yards (minimum)
up to 40 x 25 yards (maximum)
• Place the goals on the longer
touchlines, making the pitch wide



The coach
feeds the ball
to the black team to
begin attacking the
white goal.

• Two teams of four players
• Two keepers
• No offside
• If the ball leaves play, you have a
few re-start options:
1. The coach passes a new ball
onto the pitch
2. The players take a roll in
3. The players take a throw in
4. The players make a pass in
5. The players dribble in

RULES

• The game is played on a wide pitch
that is short in length. This
encourages the following tactics from
the teams:



The wide
pitch should
encourage your
players to shoot from
distance.

1. Shooting from distance
2. Passing the ball into wide areas
to create crossing opportunities



It should also
encourage
your players to get
wide and get crosses
on goal.

PLAYER
MOVEMENT
SHOT ON
GOAL
BALL
MOVEMENT

SoccerCoachWeekly.net
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CORE SKILLS SESSIONS

AGES 7 TO 16+

Combining To Score
Working with pairs of attackers is a great way to get some creativity going in the
final third of the pitch when your team is attacking. Players need to practice so they
work out an understanding which will reap dividends on match days.

WHAT YOU TELL YOUR PLAYERS
THE SESSION IS ABOUT:
1 Building an attacking partnership.

2 Working on movement, understanding and finishing skills.

WHAT YOU GET YOUR
PLAYERS TO DO:
Arrange your players into pairs.

The first two players go out to the wings and the next two players
become the forwards.

WHAT YOU TELL YOUR
PLAYERS TO DO:

The two forwards must receive a pass and then combine to score.
Immediately after the shot, one of the wingers must dribble and cross
the ball for the forwards. The forwards must therefore make a new run
to attack the crossed ball.

2 Communicate with each other.

Immediately after this cross the opposite winger must also dribble and
cross. Therefore the two forwards have 3 attempts to score.

1 Use your imagination.

3 Always be on the move.

WHAT TO SHOUT

After this, the forwards become the wingers and the wingers wait to
become the new forwards

• “Read each other”

• “Movements to receive”
• “Be clever, be creative”
• “Don’t get in the box too early”
• “Hit the target”
• “Follow in for the rebounds”

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
• Do they react quickly to the fact that they are the attackers?
• Do your attackers spread out and make the pitch big?
• Which players are willing to be creative and take a risk to score?
• Which players have poor movement off the ball?
• Which players regularly give the ball away?

WHAT TO THINK ABOUT

Look at the relationship between the two attacking players. Do they have
a good awareness and appreciation of each other?When attacking
crosses does their movement support each other and give them the best
chance to score a goal or do they make the same runs?

DEVELOPMENT
1 Add a defender to the practice, now the forwards must combine
more efficiently and improve the sharpness of their movements.
2 Use two defenders and an additional forward, creating a 3v2
situation.

WHERE DOES IT FIT: Individual skills:
Movements, skill, imagination, passing,
dribbling, shooting, crossing, communication
Team skills: Team work, communication,
organisation, positioning
SoccerCoachWeekly.net

PUT IT INTO A GAME

This will naturally occur in a game, but you could choose to
condition the game so that after the initial shot a wide player also
crosses a ball into the same box. This will force the forwards to make
new runs and lose their markers.
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CORE SKILLS SESSIONS

AGES 7 TO 16+

4v3 Role Reversal
Reacting quickly when possession changes hands is key to teams making the most
of situations when they outnumber the opposition – player roles change the moment
they win or lose the ball and they need to react to that.

WHAT YOU TELL YOUR PLAYERS
THE SESSION IS ABOUT:
Making use of an overload situation in the attacking zone.

WHAT YOU TELL YOUR
PLAYERS TO DO:
1 React quickly to either defend or attack.

2 Defenders – make the pitch small and isolate the player in possession.
3 Attackers – quickly pass or dribble to give the defenders no time to
get in position.
4 On losing or winning possession decide what your next job is –
support or drop off and become compact.

WHAT YOU GET YOUR
PLAYERS TO DO:
Arrange your players into 2 teams of 4.

One team acts as defenders first and must choose a keeper and 3
defenders.
The attacking team spread out on the pitch.
The coach passes to the attacking team who try to score. If they
manage to score then they receive a new ball from the coach.
However, if they don’t score or they are tackled, the roles are reversed.
The defending team break out and receive a ball to attack while the
attacking team must quickly nominate a keeper and drop back to
defend.

WHAT TO SHOUT
• “React”

• “Be direct”
• “Find your spare player”

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
• Do they react quickly to the change in role?
• Do your attackers spread out and make the pitch big?
• Which players are willing to be creative and take a risk to score?
• Which players have poor movement off the ball?
• Which players regularly give the ball away?

WHAT TO THINK ABOUT

What happens when possession changes hands? How do the players
react? What are their roles now?

DEVELOPMENT
A development would be to play a small sided or full game. This
practice is a scaled-down version of a full game. When your
attackers lose possession they now understand that they must drop
back and defend. Your defenders now understand that when
possession is won, they need to pass forward quickly and then push
up to support the attackers.

WHERE DOES IT FIT: Individual skills:
Movements, skill, imagination, passing,
dribbling, shooting, communication Team skills:
Team work, communication, organisation,
positioning
SoccerCoachWeekly.net

PUT IT INTO A GAME
This will naturally occur in a game.
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